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We always promise to bring you exclusives from the 
Lost world, and this is certainly no exception: here is 

the original concept art of Flight 815's crash site... 
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Secrets have plagued Jin and Sun's marriage, 

but their love has always shone through. Meet 
the actors behind Losfs popular couple... 

His screen time may have been brief, but as Dr. Arzt, 

Daniel Roebuck made an explosive impact on the 

survivors, and more than left his mark... 

Charlie's always (rocked and) rolled with life's 

punches. The bass guitarist's off-screen alter ego, 

Dominic Monaghan, talks season two's traumas... 

 و و 9

We've caught (up with) him. The actor behind the 

formidable Mr. Eko talks exclusively about spirituality, 

the island, and becoming part of the Lost family... 
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Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the 
water, we bring you face-to-face with the shark that 

almost made a meal out of Sawyer and Michael... 
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These are the 'Others of Lost Magazine: the 
production team ofthe show. Producer Jean Higgins 

is here to reveal RoW she ended up on.ibe island... 

Lost Co-Creator/Executive Producer Damon 
Lindelof answers questions sent in by the fans 

="s0 prepare for some secrets to be spilled... 
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We had to do it: //fterally go under the skin of the 

shooting prooess. Get ready for some spectacular 

behind-the-scenes photography... 
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& Lost Supervising Producer Javier 
Grillo-Marxuach is here with exclusive 

news on what lies ahead for season two... 

For an update on the new official Lost 
merchandise for 2006 — brought to you by 
ABC's online store — head here without delay... 

This is where you get to throw the gauntlet 

down for Team Lost — express your views 

and spell out your theories. Get in touch today... 

We have a very special guest this issue — she 

was an Editor on A/ias and Lost, and won a 2005 

Emmy for her work on the latter — Mary Jo Markey... 

To honor Shannon Rutherford, we have a stunning 
shot of her on one side, with a dramatic pin-up of 
Mr. Eko and Locke on the flip-side... 

Guns. Lots of guns. They've changed the 
dynamic on the island forever. Let's recall 
when the Marshal's gun case was salvaged... 

Maggie Grace may have set sail away from the 
island, but before she left Lost, she told Dear 
Diary this fond memory she had of the show... 

This Black Box Recorder contains the scripts, the 
filming photography — everything. This is the 
moment when Charlie's life hung in the balance... 

We're about to hit number four — which means the 
next issue is going to be an event that you cannot 
miss being part of. You are going to love this... 





Transmissions 
News from the Lost| world and beyond... 
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Don’t go thinking that Team Lost keep all their 

secrets hidden... Writer/Supervising Producer | 

is here with exclusive i 

season two news from the Lost Writers' Room... 

Eko facing off against the ‘monster’ is a big deal | think what we do really well with Lost is to have 

in terms of the series because he's the only a big revelation, and then let that sit for a while, and 

person — next to Locke — who has seen then go onto other things that are also important. 

the ‘monster’ and has lived to tell the Its how we pace-out the show — we'll show you 

tale! Only with Eko, it was a different something big in one area, like the hatch, and then 

kind of encounter. That is that part of the show becomes a condition of the life 

something that the fans can of the characters. 

expect to see bear fruit in future The fact that Eko saw the 'monster' isn't 

episodes. It's a hugely important necessarily something he's going to share with 

thing, but won't necessarily be anybody. It's a very significant encounter for him, 

revealed immediately. but much like Locke last season, he met the 

With Eko and Locke you 'monster' in episode four, and then that stayed 

have, not the clash, but aside for a while. We then slowly built to Boone's 

the encounter of the two death and Locke's belief in his destiny regarding 

mystical wise men of the the hatch. What you're going to see with Eko is 

island. It will be very interesting that he has his own destiny on the island, and 

to see how their respective of all the characters, he has the most direct 

encounters with the ‘monster’ connection to the island because of the Nigerian 

and the mythology of the drug plane. That's going to pay off in different 

island plays out. It's a very ways. It’s not going to mean necessarily that we 

telling thing that they are wind up giving you the history of the 'monster' as 

the only two characters a result of its interaction with Eko, but it sends 

* who have had that Eko in a direction where he has a destiny to fulfil 

ls kind of face-off with on the island that's gonna pay off — which should 

the ‘monster.’ be an infuriatingly vague enough answer [laughs]! 

What we try to do on the show is to say that 

things like the ‘monster’ don’t necessarily 

pay-off in terms of more ‘monster’ — it pays-off in 

terms of, “This is the realization of a character’s 

destiny and sends them off in a completely 

different direction.” 



The Others are a huge play in the mythology of the 

island and the show. What bid. “dec #11 
with Mr. Friendly showing up again, making himself 
seen and making his laws of the island very clear to 

the characters, will ripple throughout the rest of the 

season in a very meaningful way. We've kept the 

Others under wraps because they're 'others,' — 

they're methods are inscrutable to us. But I think 

that within that, you're going to begin to see a lot 

more of the Others, and see a lot more of what 

they're about and what they're doing. | think we 

made a very deliberate effort to do that with the 

Goodwin character, it's like you begin to see little 

dribbles of it as the show races towards the back 

third of the second season, the Others are going 

to become major players. 
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The first season was about exploring the characters 

and finding out who they were. We set up a theme in 

the first season of: 'the island is a place where people 

try to perfect their previous mistakes.’ That's very 

much the theme of the show - people are on the 

island, and they have to revisit, in a new way, a lot 

of their past, which is why we have that flashback 

front-story structure. Now we know who the 

characters are and what their demons are that 

they're fighting, we get to take those demons and 

really get dirty with them. A lot of them made the 

right decisions in the first season, and a lot of them 

figured things out, but the thing about that kind of 

character development is that you never get let off 

very easily when you're dealing with 

your inner demons. A lot of the characters 

are going to get dirty again, and the 

things that haunt them, the things that 

they wish weren't true about themselves 

are going to come back to haunt them 

in much stronger, nastier ways. Lostis 

a show about people trapped on an 

island and with a ‘monster’, but it's also 

a show about people trapped on an ۱ 

island with themselves, and in a way, 

those are the bigger monsters. In the 

last half of the second season we're 

swinging at those monsters very hard — 

and you're gonna see those monsters 

come back with teeth and claws... ۷ 
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Movie director Darren Aronofsky has signed on to 

helm a second season episode of Lost. It is expected 

to air at the start of the May sweeps period. 

"It was one of those fantastic calls out of the 

blue," says Lost Executive Producer Carlton Cuse. 

"His agents let us know he liked the show, and we 

jumped at the opportunity. Apparently, he had been 

watching Lost while shooting The Fountain and 

got hooked." 
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Aronofsky confirmed this, saying, “l just love the 

show. | heard about it, and it sounded like it was 

right up my alley. During the shoot on The Fountain 

in Montreal | was watching tapes of it, and it was 

really addictive. It was the one thing | could watch 

to just clear my mind at the end of the day before 

| crashed out. It was just so much fun. | just got really 

into it. And then, um, | was like, ‘Well, | wonder if 

they'd ever be interested in... he laughs. 

The Fountain is Aronofsky's new science fiction 

epic, set across three time periods. It stars ۵5 

Hugh Jackman and Constantine's Rachel Weisz. 

The long-developing Wamer Bros. film is due for 

release this year. 

Cuse believes that Aronofsky's commitment 

to Lost will not interfere with the completion of 

The Fountain. “ think he will be done,” says Cuse. 

“We scheduled it so that [the episode] is coming on 

the heels of finishing The Fountain. And we will try 

to put together a story that will be well-suited for 

Darren's talents and visual imagination.” 

The JT director is ready for the challenge, but isn't 

about to change the tone of Lost. "It's not going to 

be, by any means, 'a Darren Aronofsky show,” he 

explains, “I'm just going there to do an episode of 

Lost. I'm really servicing someone else's vision. I’m 

just psyched to honor that and to be part of that lore. 

And maybe | can actually find out a few secrets..." 
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Co-creator Damon Lindelof has hopes for a comic book 

based on the series... 

the-box idea. We've been talking 

about variations on the back-stories 

as one possible way of doing it. 

Something along the lines of the 

French woman's team coming to 

the island — something that would 

not bump into what's going on with 

the show. It would be tough. Any 

ideas | got for the comics, | would 

automatically want to put them on 

the show!” 

Speaking to Sci Fi Wire, Damon 

Lindelof revealed, “We've been trying 

to do a Lost comic book since the 

show's inception. It's just a matter 

of figuring out what the comic book 

is going to be. We'don't want the 

comic book to function outside the 

mythology of the show." 

Contemplating possible approaches 

he said, "My guess is that if there is 

a Lost comic book it will be an outside- 

| Lost has its fair share of mysteries. The latest is Bad Twin. a novel 
written by Gary Troup, one of the passengers of Oceanic Flight 815 wh 
A survive the crash. Hyperion Books, sister company to ABC, wi ; 
publish the book in May 2006. Pr 

Bad Twin follows the story of a private investigator whose latest gi 
turns on the disappearance of one of a pair of twins, adult scions p. i 
a rich but tragedy-prone family. The suspenseful novel touches on man 
powerful themes, including the consequence of vengeance, the po 3 
of redemption, and where to turn when all seems lost | dug 

Bad Twin will appear as a subplot on Lost in May. Stay tuned! 
A Iypei MOOOKS.C l 11 



The podcasts are audio programs made 

available via ABC.com and ¡Tunes. 

Podcasts available so far have been 

as follows: 

November 8, 2005 — Lost Executive 

Producers Damon Lindelof and Carlton 

Cuse discussed the show's first season, 

the music, and the episode Abandoned. 

Josh Holloway and Daniel Dae Kim also 

discussed filming the raft scenes. 

November 14, 2005 — Lindelof and 

Cuse reflected on Abandoned, while 

Matthew Fox, Evangeline Lilly and Terry 

O'Quinn talked about their favorite 

moments from season one. 

November 21, 2005 — Lindelof and 

Cuse discussed Collision and looked 

ahead to The Other 48 Days, while new 
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ABC has launched a series of Official 

Lost Podcasts to accompany the series... 

FOG TOPS BOX-OFFICE 

WANT TO 
GET LOST? 

OCEANIC DESIGNS! EXCLUSIVE, MEET MR. ERO? 
ORIGINAL CONCEPT SKETCHES WRITERS ROOM LATEST 

castmember Cynthia Watros 

discussed the experience of joining 

the show. 

November 24, 2005 — The podcast 

for Thanksgiving featured writers 

Javier Grillo-Marxauch and Leonard 

Dick providing a commentary for the 

episode, Collision, which they wrote. 

November 28, 2005 — The last 

podcast of the year, saw Lindelof 

and Cuse discuss Losfs writing 

process and the episode What Kate Did, 

and Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje 

(affectionately known as ‘Triple A,’) 

talk about playing Mr. Eko. 

http://abc.go.com/primetime/lost/ 

podcasts.html 

EXCLUSIVE INTE
RVIEWS: 

Benini ahe scenes 
of Sawyers attack 

DR. ARZT 
Dynamite actor 

Maggie Grace's new film Daniel Roebuck 
The Fog topped the box-office 

charts when it premiered on 

October 14... 

Revolution Studios' remake of John 

Carpenter's 1980 horror cast Grace as 

Elizabeth Williams, with Smallville's Tom 

Welling as Nick Castle. The duo faced 

malevolent supernatural forces, as a strange 

fog invaded a small, North Californian town. 

Directed by Rupert Wainwright, the film topped 

the box-office charts in its first weekend, taking 

$11.7 million dollars, and remained in the top 10 

during the following two weekends. 

www.sonypictures.com/movies/thefog 

-9 NEW FILM 
lan 'Boone' Somerhalder has been 

shooting a new film, The Sensation 

of Sight, but reveals that he is 
missing the ABC series... 

Written and directed by Aaron Wiederspahn, 

The Sensation of Sight stars Twisted s David 

Strathairn as a man experiencing a mid-life crisis. 

lan Somerhalder plays the part of Drifter, an emotionally 

numb musician whose brother commits suicide. 

Speaking during production about life on Lost, 

Somerhalder said, "It was by far the best experience 

in my life. | miss Matthew Fox, and Josh Holloway 

and Maggie Grace. Those people are my family.” 

www.imdb.com/title/tt0480001/ 
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Seek out tne official merchandise... 
Can't get enough of Lost? Check out where 
you'll find the very latest Lost merchandise that no true fan should be without... 

INKWORKS PRESENTS: 
LOST SEASON ONE PREMIUM TRADING CARDS ; 
Lost: Season One Premium Trading Cards ۵ s an. LÁ 

are now available as a 90-card series, which ۱ AOS | An h 

gives fan insights and images from the show... ۰ Y ha LLLI 

In addition to the base set, collectors can also look for randomly Wo b 

inserted bonus cards including: 

AUTOGRAPH CARDS: ONE PER BOX AN 

Autographed by: Evangeline Lilly (Kate), Josh Holloway (Sawyer), 

Maggie Grace (Shannon), Malcolm David Kelley (Walt), 

Fredric Lane (Marshal Edward Mars) Mira Furlan (Danielle 

Rousseau), John Terry (Dr. Christian Shephard) Swoosie Kurtz 

(Emily Annabeth Locke), William Mapother (Ethan Rom), 

Daniel Roebuck (Dr. Leslie Arzt), Nick Jameson (Richard Malkin), 

Kevin Tighe (Anthony Cooper). 

PIECEWORKS® CARDS - ONE PER BOX 

These cards feature pieces of the actual costumes worn on-screen 

during season one, including: T-shirt worn by Matthew Fox (Jack); 

Shirt worn by Evangeline Lilly (Kate); T-shirt worn by Dominic 

Monaghan (Charlie); Shirt worn by Naveen Andrews (Sayid); T-shirt 

worn by Terry O'Quinn (Locke); Top worn by Maggie Grace 

(Shannon); T-shirt worn by Jorge Garcia (Hurley); T-shirt worn by 

Josh Holloway (Sawyer); Shirt worn by Daniel Dae Kim (Jin); Top 

worn by Yunjin Kim (Sun); Shirt worn by Emilie de Ravin (Claire); 

and a DUAL costume card — Shirts worn by Harold Perrineau and 

Malcolm David Kelley (Michael & Walt). 

AUTOGRAPHED PIECEWORKS® CARDS 

There are three randomly inserted special autographed Pieceworks 

cards featuring the costumes and signatures of: Evangeline Lilly 

(Kate), Josh Holloway (Sawyer), and Maggie Grace (Shannon). 

MISSING: OCEANIC 815 

A nine-card foil puzzle featuring the ill-fated Oceanic Air Flight 815 

NUMBERS 

A six-card, laser-cut set that takes a closer look at the mysterious 

numbers of Lost. 

PLUS: Three Box Loaders entitled TENSIONS’ (three different 

cards — one per display box) and One Case Loader ‘THE HATCH’ 

(one card — one per shipping case). 

s 
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Lost Season One Premium Trading Cards have a suggested retail | or 

price of $2.49 — each pack contains seven cards with 36 packs in P- 

each display box. A collector album has been especially developed 

for release (SRP $19.95). Also, 299 individually numbered ‘Missing: 

Oceanic 815' puzzles have been left uncut and are available from 

trading card retailers at a suggested retail price of $69.95. 

www.inkworks.com 



THE FANS... THE THEORIES... THE VIEWS... THE DEBATES... 
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Got something You want to say about Lost? Then we want to hear it. 

Email: voices Otitanemail.com OR transceiver @titanemail.com 

Please note: No attachments of any kind please. We cannot send personal A 

2 replies, nor send on your letters to any of the cast or crew at Lost. | 
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“| have a few theories on the ‘monster’: 

1. African spirits from the Black Rock. 

2. An island defense mechanism that goes haywire 
every 108 minutes, and is the reason why they have 
to push the button. 

3. An electrical force that covers the island and 
causes strange things to happen. 

4. The ‘incident’ the man on the Orientation film 
talked about. 

5. The black smoke that makes every one sick/paranoid 
in different ways — people have heard whispers, Jack 
saw his father, Shannon and Sayid saw Walt.” 
Grace'Robinson, via email 
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^n the poster you gave us in 
issue #1 can you tell me what 

  is is looking at? It's like theتورو
monster' is coming but they have 
to have the photo taken before 
they run! The 2nd UK issue came 
out on my birthday, December 8, 
which just so happens to be one 
of Hurley's numbers. Perhaps 
I'm entwined with Lost? (I wish 
| was!) At least can you wish me 

Happy Birthday?" 
Daniel Smith, Powys, Wales 

Many Belated Happy Returns 
to you Daniel! RE: your 
questions... | guess we will 
all find out in due course... 

` "If they stop putting the code into the computer, Wil; " > 

= A) The world have an ice age? 3 i-e. 9 
T ... B) The world blow up? 

| . C) Nothing happen? a 

: as taken over by evil polar bears? 
nk the ‘monster is a invisible dragon or a kitten with a loud roar. Alsoجام  

os A numbers are cursed and that they will find this out soon." - 
er Ve eie eG >. ۷ — 

adden, via email 
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“| heard in the third episode of the first season 

you can see a huge Dharma symbol on the tail 

of the plane while Walt is walking alongside it — 

this may be an experiment after all! | think it is. 

Jack makes a very good point in the third 

episode of the new season when he says, 

‘It says ‘quarantine’ on the inside of the door, 

to keep you down here... to keep you scared. 

Didn't it ever occur to you that maybe they re 

trying to see if you'll push a button every 108 

minutes just to see if you'd do it? It's just 

a mind game... an experiment.' | support that 

notion all the way.” 

Fan with no name, vía email 

What does everyone else think of these 

theories? Email us your thoughts... 
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Like Michael, do you like using computers 

to communicate? There is a huge amount 

of stunning Lost sites out there - here are 

some that require your attention... 

This is the official ABC site for Lost and is definitely worth 

checking out 

Scroll down to the Lost: The Official Magazine thread and 

chat with Ned; our Assistant Editor 

Spooky site for the corporation that runs the Dharma 

initiative. Lots of hidden content here 

A great site for UK fans to learn about and discuss Lost 

A terrific fan site with the best and most up to date Lost news 

All about Alias, Lost and anything else related to Bad Robot 

and J.J. Abrams 

A great archive for cross checking and discussing everything 

raised in Lost 

Our official site. Subscribe and never miss an issue again 

Get in touch and tell us which sites you 

have been getting Lost on... 
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Communication, trust and honesty are considered 
— pretty important factors of any successful marriage. 

Enter: Jin and Sun - secrets run through their 
T _ eins as much as their love for one another. * DANIEL DAE KIM and YUNJIN KIM unite to talk | - 4.*. about Lost's troubled couple... | VUES d os MS | Words: Bryan Cairns d 



surviving Ocean Airlines 

۲ Flight 5 5 turbulent 

\ crash,'what could be more 

devastating than being stranded on the island? 

The obvious answers are becoming a jungle chew-toy 

for the unstoppable unseen ‘monster,’ or being assaulted 

and slaug 116۲۵۵ by the ruthless Others. However, pose 

the same question to actors Daniel Dae Kim and Yunjin 

Kim (and before you wonder, no, they are not related) 

and the duo might respond that having their non-English 

speaking married characters, Jin and Sun Kwon, 

reduced to stereotypes of some kind is the worse case 

scenario. “Yunjin and | sat down with Damon Lindelof 

and J.J. Abrams during the shooting of the pilot and 

just discussed the pitfalls of the characters,” recalls 

Daniel. “In the first few episodes, these characters 

were pretty one-dimensional and Jin was especially 

very unlikable. That was a concern of mine for the Asian 

American and Korean communities, because | knew 

they would be watching the show closely. A lot of our 

discussions centered around the notion of what was 

going to happen in the future. J.J. and Damon took a lot 

of time to reassure us that what you see is not what 

you are going to get. It is important, because we are not 

represented in a way | feel is demonstrative of our roles 

here in America and who we really are,” says Daniel of 

the feedback. “So often, we are asked to play characters 

that are stereotypical, one-dimensional, and not positive 

representatives of who we are. Until we can get a fully 

balanced portrayal of our people, | feel it is something 

| should take into consideration whenever | take a role.” 
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Yunjin echoed similar-sentiments and 

credits the creative teant for alleviating 

those fears. “It is very important and we are 

lucky to have producers who will not ever let 

it happen,” she offers. “They don’t want to 

add to any stereotype. Not only for us two, 

but with Sayid too. They are not about to 

make the guy from Iraq the terrorist bad guy. 

They would never let that happen. We have 

producers with open eyes that are way 

too smart.” 

As the seemingly meek and timid home- 

maker Sun, Yunjin is a far cry from home. 

Referred to as “Korea’s Julia Roberts” by 

People Magazine — “That is something | feel 

uncomfortable about,” sighs Yunjin — the beautiful 

Hollywood newcomer was already a bonafide 

mega movie star in her native land before ABC 

snatched Yunjin up. While the casting agents 

scrambled to fill Losfs ranks, the creators 

requested she read for Kate since it was the only 

part available. “Next thing | knew, they were 

going to write me a role, Sun, and asked me if 

| would do it,” explains Yunjin. 4 said, ‘Well, yeah! 

| would love to do it!’ As an actor, it is the biggest 

compliment you can get, especially coming from 

those guys. | was a huge fan of Alias so | knew 

J.J.’s style from that. It was pretty much a no 

brainer. | wanted to see if | could make it out here 

[in the US] and here was this opportunity to make 

the transition. | said, ‘Put me on! Why not?” 

""- Y. 
e me 

Yet Yunjin reports getting a handle 

on Sun's quiet and submissive nature 

was a difficult task. "My nickname, 

which still exists in Korea, is 'The Girl 

with the Gun," confesses Yunjin 

"They've called me 'The Woman 

Warrior.' It is a nickname from a movie 

| was in called Shiri which truly made 

my career in Korea. So l've never had 

to play a character that was weak — 

| don't think Sun's weak, but | don't have 

a better word for it. In the beginning, 

| didn't know what to do with Sun. | had 

to find a way to make her interesting 

when she doesn't say much, especially 

when | was only speaking Korean. 

In scene after scene, Jin barks at her 

and Sun has her eyes down, hearing, 

'Button up the shirt!" 
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DANIEL DAE KIM discusses nurturing the synergy between Losts stars... 

۳ -VOLUTION ur ۳ 
"It comes from the top down. When we all stranded on the island, | think all the 
were shooting the pilot, J.J. Abrams and actors were brought over here to do this š 
Damon Lindelof created such an inviting, particular project for a reason. Maybe that 
creative atmosphere that it couldn't help has something to do with why we are 
but spill over into all of us. | have another gelling so well. My reason is hard to say 
theory. As the characters on the show were and I'm still trying to figure it out.” 
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In contrast, House of the Rising Sun thrust Jin and 

Sun into center stage and shattered those preconceptions. 

Viewers were treated to small glimpses of defiance and 

as Sun slapped Jin in anger, the flashback episode 

cemented that she was in charge of her own destiny. 

“I liked that she wasn't always traditional, but more of 

a normal girl who, like all women, wanted to find a partner Angel, 24, and feature films in life and wished for the best,” offers Yunjin. “It is odd T BOSTETAN O rA s avs o 
because she is the one from a wealthy family and , My 2 Spider-Man 2 and recently cae d genre projects 
decides to give up her life. She cares so much for Jin s gene qe Zo E Daniel admits he hasn't actus BÉ A e n 

that in the beginning of their marriage, to make him feel 4 Ne Lo E. but recognizeg:their valie- eae terial than in other equal, she over-compensated to make him feel like more | N > > secre 10 De ord A ir; = not limited to 
of a man. On the island, it was like, why is she letting N 3 1 $^ kinds of ۷9 ۱۶ aay p can explore 
him step all over her? Why does she stay with him?" Wi , hb the و ger as t should be, and 

It was a subject Sun has contemplated before. Prior ad » 4 | the possibilities 9; wat و 9 " ۱ 
to boarding the fateful flight, she was close to leaving Sa what is. That P really نیرو vi with its unusual 
Jin and Yunjin was immediately attracted to that conflict | > ]۳ d Lost definitely fits tat quir y p AOS > 

and her alter ego's big secret. “What intrigued me about 1 e. events:and complex main اد a h embarrassed 
Sun is her pretending not to speak English," she comments. l of the most complex a d pe heels for Sun. 
"| knew from the beginning that she was hiding it from - we by his poor upbringing, he fe n ne Peo HE 

her husband and other people for a reason. But they " Pr She wanted to elope, he en 5 Jin joining the family 
didn't tell me why. ۱ feel Sun has grown a lot on the - E to bless their wadding DISC A d. Jin became 
island as she started out so submissive.” | x business. Not peo Nat dar ann affairs and 

To facilitate that growth and to compliment Sun, | ۳ aa sucked into Mr. Paik's seedy i Mem his soul mate. 
Daniel was brought onboard as her proud husband, Jin. à consequently, grew - Ser firms Daniel about 
"| did have to audition,” says Daniel. “| was different from | | یو de nee. we didn't 
some of the other cast members in that they didn't create ۱ his history. "When we starte ia. stories. | ended 
a character around me. They had a specific idea of what how roger pou our کو -story, biography, 
they needed for a particular character and ۱ happened to YB eiie A0 DR surprised to see SO 

  Mesa bet idea. na if was aifend from what | envisioned: That isو ی

a testament to how talented the writers are.” 

Jin disapproved of Mr. Paik's shady affairs, so 

what did sticking it out prove? “It says how much he 
loves his wife,” says Daniel. “At the core of everything 

he’s done, it is out of love and the intensity of feeling 

he has for her. He sacrificed his own ambition and 

family for her. Making a sacrifice out of love is noble 

in the end.” 

My nickname, Which ef. ill 

*| thought the writers were going to go مر in RER 15 The 
down a road of Michael and Sun having 

a romantic relationship. When we were 

reading the scripts, | was seeing these Woman ME It 15 å 
kinds of clues but it flipped around. : 

What the writers have said publicly is nickname prom a movie / was 

it partially has to do with Harold and 

| being good friends off set. They saw if " 1 / f. / 

chemistry between the two of us and In calla G, /2/ HW lc FU 

altered the storyline. That is part of the 

«a talent of our writers and producers. F! 

They not only have strong ideas about made my ODS, d P r Ar Kor 9 

what characters can do, but they are 

also open and willing to see what the 

individual actors bring to the table.” 
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However, snapping, “I will tell you what to do!” to 

Sun, Jin has come off as possessive, over bearing, 

and a bit of an ass at times. "I've been told that many 

times," muses Daniel. "It was problematic for me to 

play someone like that, and if that was all he was 

going.to.be, | wouldn't have taken the role." 

Yet during the early days, Jin wasn't necessarily 

a team player. Being an outsider who refused to 

socialize with anyone other than his wife, Jin instigated 

his fair share of misunderstandings. Most notorious 

was his intense brawl with Michael over a watch. The 

one-sided beating resulted in Jin being handcuffed to 

the plane wreckage and to rectify the situation, Sun 

confided in Michael. "Michael was the only character 

who knew Sun spoke English but she asked him not 

to tell anybody else, especially Jin," explains Yunjin. 

"He kept his promise and it's not until episode 17 

that she revealed that she can speak English. 

Waiting around for that was a bit frustrating because 

even though | love working with Daniel, it would have 

been nice to mix and match sometimes. And it was 

like ‘When is this going to happen?’ but it was just 

a matter of time. Lost is a huge puzzle." 

The two men clashed once again when 

Michael's raft went up in smoke and Jin is accused 

of sabotaging their ticket off the island. “I loved it!" 

exclaims Yunjin. “Tucker Gates [below] was directing 

that episode and did a wonderful job of actually 

doing a slow motion of the whole fight scene, then 

getting back to Sun's face to see how long she is 

going to wait to burst out in English, 'Stop! Leave 

him alone!’ It was just building until she screamed 

those lines out. | thought it was brilliant." 

"Gun cares G0 much por 

Jin f. hat in the beginning 

Dp fheir marsiage, to male 

him eel epal, she over 
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Unfortunately, Jin wasn't so grateful and feeling 

betrayed, declared it too late to mend their marriage. 

“There is absolutely a lot of resentment,” agrees 

Daniel. "Love and hate are so closely related because 

they are bóth emotions of passion. The more you love 

someone, the more you can hate the same person. 

The fact that he:sacrificed all these things, found out 

she spoke English, and was going to leave him... 

so sure, they have issues to work out.” 

Ironically, Michael and Jin gradually formed 

a friendship after that dispute. *It is more than just 

tolerating each other,” explains Daniel. “They probably 

see similarities in their circumstances. In the end, 

Jin offers to help Michael build his boat because 

he is sorry for what he's done and how he's treated 

him. This is one of the strange things about this 

island: the strongest of enemies become the best 

of friends. There is willingness on both of their parts 

to turn over a new page and start again." 

Taking a cue from his spouse, Jin runs away (well, 

sails away) with Sawyer, Michael, and Walt instead of 

tackling his marital woes. "That is part of the motivation 

of him being on the raft," states Daniel. "There are 

others as well. Trying to find help, in a way, he feels 

he is contributing. This is probably foremost in his 

mind. Because of his lack of communication skills, 

he feels the need to contribute in some other way. 

Building this raft and getting out to sea is something 

that is active and physical and doesn't require 

sophisticated communication." 

Sun and Jin have gone through 'relationship hell 

and back' and the pinnacle was the teary eyed 

farewell on the beach, a scene Daniel is particularly 

pleased with. "Although l've worked on a lot of 

shows, films, and done a lot of stage, there are very 

few times in my career where I've been asked to 

have such an intense emotional scene. That is one 

of the reasons | am so grateful to be on a show like 

this. Asian American men are very rarely seen as 

people with romantic lives and people who feel 

deeply. That scene with Sun was notable because 

| got to do scenes I'd seen other actors do, but hadn't 

got the chance to do myself. Also, it was great for the 

character because we hadn't seen Jin be tender to his 

wife, apologizing, and expressing love. It was pretty 

memorable to me." 

In Losfs year one cliffhanger, the raft finally 

shoved off with disastrous results. Relatively 

vulnerable on the open water, strangers soon 

attacked — Sawyer was shot, Walt kidnapped, and 

Jin disappeared under the waves. Filming such 

watery sequences can be exhausting, but after 

training for the underwater creature feature 

The Cave, Daniel dived right in. “I actually enjoyed 

them a little more than | though | would,” he grins. 

"Generally, | don't get sea-sick and for some 

reason, the water in Hawaii is a lot less intimidating 

to me than waters in the Atlantic Ocean that are 

green and murky. We were out there and could 

see the bottom so | felt really safe out there. That 

is not to say there weren't challenges, because 

we were out there for a good long time in the 

middle of the night without a lot of sleep. | was 

glad to have done it that way because if we were 

to have shot that stuff in a studio, it would have 

been completely apparent and non realistic." 
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Their little adventure, including being captured 

by the Tailies and thrown into a pit, cultivated 

a special bond and established Jin as a fiercely 

loyal character, a quality Daniel and the writers 

had discussed. “We see him carry Sawyer with 

Michael, saying he won't leave Sawyer, and 

goes after Michael," says Daniel. "It is a great 

characteristic in Jin that he does a lot for the 

people he cares for. It takes à little while for 

people to break through his armor but once 

they do, he goes a long way in making sure 

he treats them with respect and honor. It is an 

interesting reminder of how far Jin has come in 

his ability to relate to others. When he first got 

to the island, you saw how cold and standoffish 

he was to everybody. This time, he wasn't as 

fearful and was a lot more active with them. 

It was a positive step for him." 

<A e (d 

HAWAI 
YUNJIN KIM on the benefits of filming on the island... 

“People here don't make a big deal about 

us. Sometimes | need to go to Los Angeles 

or New York to feel like, ‘Oh yeah... 

| guess we're a hit!’ Shooting out here, we 

don't feel it. | don't even need sunglasses 

like when ۱ go to Korea or a major city. 

Sometimes you enjoy people coming up 

and saying how much they love the show, 

and other times you want privacy, especially 

when you just got up and haven't had 

your coffee. Here, ! don't care. | just walk 

out and there is something mellow about 

this place. We can concentrate on our 

work here." 



e IKE TEARS 
IN RAIN; 
“Sun is a very emotional character and sometimes | ask if we 
can cut back on the emotional stuff. So every time we have 
a script where | am going through some emotional trauma, 
| ask, 'Can we cut it down because last episode | was crying 
too.’ With the director, | usually set out and make sure we 
don't play the emotional part over and over, and to save it 

= until we really need it.” 

! 

Back on the beach, it was impossible to keep 

optimistic when all signs pointed otherwise. "When 

Claire shows Sun the bottle, Sun pretty much thinks: 

the raft is gone, and her husband is gone and dead 

out at sea," says Yunjin. "It's been very traumatic." 

Naturally, Sun was overwhelmed when her missing 

husband walked back into her life. “To see him come 

out while Sun was doing laundry..." says Yunjin. "In 

the script, it said 'very emotional reunion type of 

embrace.’ | said to the director, ‘She would 

be too shocked with the turmoil inside her.' It is such 

a surprise that he is walking towards her like a dream. 

She can't believe it, so that is how we decided to 

shoot this. We made a good decision." 

The two reconciled but don't count on a fairy 

tale ending. “I am sure the writers will come up with 

a brilliant thing to fight about or to fall out over for 

a couple of episodes," comments Yunjin. "Drama is 

conflict. If they are happy, it is not very interesting. 

But none of us know. That is why when we get the 

scripts, we rip through them wherever we are." 

"A tHe core of all i 
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up next on Lost? If they know, neither actor is 

spilling the dirt. It's all so hush-hush that they aren't 
even in the loop themselves. However, Yunjin is in 
favor of such secrecy, maintaining it keeps them on 
their toes and safe from Freudian slips. *None of us 
know," confirms Yunjin. ^We don't know when the 
next victim is going to die. | would rather not know 
anyway. If | knew, even though I'd be acting, the 
camera never lies. Even though I'd try my best to 
keep on a poker face, | might hint or there might be 
something subconscious going on in my mind. With 
the type of audience we have on Lost, they are so 
smart and keen. They even pick up things | miss. 
When the shark went by with the Dharma insignia, 
| didn't even know until a couple of days later. | was 
on set and they were talking about it. | was 'What 
do you mean?’ They were like ‘You didn't see it?’ 
| was like, ‘No, and | watched the episode. What are 
you talking about?' It was something that happened 
last minute and wasn't in the script. It happened 

during editing stages and was an idea the producers 

came up with." 

Expectations are flying high so what's coming % eem 
ta ee Pe Vi 

LC 

Nothing seems set in stone so if the 

powers-that-be are listening, both actors 

have a few suggestions. To date, Sun 

has sat on the sidelines when it comes to 

unraveling the island's mysteries, so Yunjin 

is aching for some excitement or heck, to 

even be put in mortal danger. “I would love 

to!” she says. “Sun needs to climb a tree. 

| am the only character who has always been 

safe. | am never running away from anything 

so | keep on saying to the producers, ‘I think 

| am the only one who didn't hear those odd 

whispers on the island.' | can run and | can't 

wait for that to happen, whether it is from the 

'monster', the Others, or a polar bear." 

As for Jin's future, Daniel notes, “I’m 

looking forward to seeing him continue in the 

direction he's going. Seeing him more integral 

into the group and the fabric of this society is 

a really positive step. All of us need to find 

our role in the group and contribute. | am also 

looking forward to him speaking more English 

because that is a key to that integration." 

Since the two share the majority of their onscreen time together, 
YUNJIN KIM and DANIEL DAE KIM have naturally left everlasting 

impressions on each other... 

“Yunjin is a really talented actress and a true professional,” 

“She makes it very easy to work with her. Not only is she Daniel. 

praises 

prepared and in the moment, but she's also very gracious when working 

together. When you are playing with someone like that, all you need to 

do is react, play along, and something wonderful will come out of that.” 

Needless to say, Yunjin has similar admiration for Daniel. When he 

popped up on People Magazine's ‘Sexiest Men of 2005’ list, she wasn't 

the least bit surprised. "I went and voted for him online,” notes Yunjin. 

“He was number nine, and | was like 'Nooooo! | emailed everyone. 

| didn't expect number one, but come on!” she smiles. “We are hardly 

ever serious. We are so comfortable, we joke around, and | love that 

chemistry. | became friends with him, his wife, and their kids.” 
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T Paid Dae Kim 
Indeed. So far, Jin has only mastered a few key 

English phrases and Daniel confirms performing in 

Korean has been one of the biggest challenges in his 

extensive career. “Although it is my first language, it is 

not the one | am most comfortable with,” says Daniel. 

"It just means my preparation has to start earlier 

than it normally does. ۱ have to think more about the 

intention and pronunciation of the lines which I'm not 

used to. It is also a great opportunity because my 

Korean has improved tremendously. | am really proud 

to be able to speak the language of my ancestors." 

It also forces him to connect more with sight 

than sound. “ have to rely a lot more on my 

non-verbal communication skills," agrees Daniel. 

"That way, it feels like stage work, because | am 

communicating with my whole body. Usually when 

I’m on the screen, | let my words and eyes do the 

work but here, | have to do more than that." 

In the past, Daniel was slaughtered on Angel, 

impaled in The Cave, and was voted most likely to 

meet a grisly end first on the island. Daniel dodged 

that bullet and is now hoping to keep death at bay and 

possibly stay Lost forever. “I've heard Damon and J.J. 

say in a number of interviews that the audience needs 

to be reminded of the stakes," he concludes. "This 

is a life or death situation. The reality is being on the 

island, your chance of survival isn't the same as living 

in a quiet suburb on the main land. That said, | love 

being on the show and hopefully Jin has honed up 

on his survival skills enough to last for a while." 5 



You don't get much more exclusive than this. Courtesy of the Lost Production Office we present to you the original concept art for Oceanic Flight 815's wreckage, 
designed March 2004, prior to shooting Lost's pilot episode 
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CLOCKWISE FROM FAR 

LEFT: Front view of the 

main crash site; side view 

of the wreckage showing 
the island coastline; rear 

section of the fuselage; 

and the original concept of 

how the crashed cockpit 

might look in the jungle 
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Felicity. Alias. Lost. Regular family member' of J.J. Abrams' creative 

universes, MARY JC ‘EY, has worked on them all. Currently busy 

working with J.J. again on Mission: Impossible 3, the recent Emmy 

Award-winning Editor talks about the part she played in telling Losft's tales... 

Words: Paul Terry 

It was my previous work with J.J. [Abrams] on 

Felicity. That was the first TV series I'd ever worked 

on.I got that on the basis of luck, too — they were 

replacing someone and needed somebody right 

away. | was recommended to J.J. and Matt 

Reeves [Co-Creator of Felicity], got the editing 

job and was there for two-and-a-half years. But 

that was a very different kind of thing to what 

J.J. is doing now. That was purely character and 

relationship work. When Alias came up | was 

looking for work and | thought, "Well heck, I'm 

going to call J.J. — | know him, and know he liked 

my work on Felicity." So ۱ called him and said, 

"| know you're doing this... and l'd really like to 

work on it," and he said, "Great! Fabulous!" and 

that was it [laughs]! Years later, when the 

opportunity arose for Lost, | immediately went 

to J.J. and said, "Can | cut Lost?” and | got that! 

Then we hear it's a two-hour pilot and | thought, 

“That's really cool!” But then | realized that they 

weren't giving us any extra time, so it was wild 

ride but so much fun. 
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As | was getting the shots in | was thinking, 

“This could be a feature film. They could 

release this as a feature!" J.J. would call seven 

or eight times a day from the set going, "What 

are you working on? Did you see that shot?" 

He was just so jazzed! He's so enthusiastic 

that he makes you enthusiastic. ۱ would be 

editing on a Sunday night at nine o'clock 

thinking, "Why am | still here?" but it just gives 

you so much energy to work with somebody 

like that — so excited about the project. | am 

an enthusiastic, lively person to start with, and 
€t 

c 
hen you add his energy on to it, and you realy 19 5 ge f ing the shots in Mer the Lod pilot | / wag thinking. . This could be q fetus film. They 
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where | should 

Looking back to your days as Losfs editor, 

could you talk us through the process of 

cutting an episode? 

When | started an episode, | was usually still 

working on the episode before [laughs]! It was 

just the footage and me for about 10 days. They 

shoot for eight days, so there would be 

maybe 12 days altogether for an episode. 

talked a little bit about how he/she wanted 

something put together. Sometimes 

| called them because | had a problem, 

and | think | needed some way to get from 

one shot to another, but that was very rare. 

| consider an editor's job is to cut the scene 

with the material you're given, to somehow 

make that work. It's very rare that | couldn't 

do that [on Losf], because [the shooting 

team] is fantastic. 

After the director's happy with the cut, we 

distributed that to all the executive producers, 

primarily working with J.J. Abrams, Damon 

Lindelof, Bryan Burk, Jack Bender and 

Carlton Cuse in the post-production process. 

Usually one of them did a pass with me. 

The best notes that | got from those guys 

were the bigger 'sweep' notes, where they 

just said things like: "This particular story isn't 

tracking," or “What Kate is going through in 

this episode isn't tracking." I'd go back to the 

footage and see whether it was a certain look, 

or whether the character was doing something 

in the scene that was giving that impression. 

Then, it's all about finding some way to 

correct it — maybe lift out a part of a scene. 

"We did a lot of that. Usually the shows came 

out long, maybe eight or 10 minutes over, too. 

The guys would say things like, "Oh no, we 

have to have that,” or, “We can't lose that — 

۲ What else have you. got for me?" 

==" it was a lot of fun - the director brought 

a tremendous amount, the producers brought 

a tremendous amount and the episodes always get 

immeasurably better when each of those elements 

comes into play. 

be ur what / should b
e focusing es 

Often the director of the episode called and i " pP 

Is there a sequence you remember.changing 

quite dramatically from the early cut to the final 

broadcast version? 

Yes, the sequence where Shannon thinks Locke 

killed Boone. She steals a gun and holds it on 

Locke (Jack, Sayid, and Kate are present too). 

In the final version, Shannon fires and completely 

misses Locke. But what happened in an earlier cut 

is that Shannon fired, wounded Locke, — not badly, 

just grazed him. But just like the final version, Jack 

still walked away from this incident. He didn't go to 

Locke's assistance and check out his bullet graze, 

because Jack was so angry. It wasn't a mortal 

wound - | don't think Jack would have walked away 

from that — but the guys were not happy with that. 

They wanted Shannon to miss and not hit him at 

all, but then still have Jack walk away. They felt, 

and | agreed, that walking away is good for Jack's 

character. He should not be Mr. Do-Gooder all the 

time. Just like when Jack kicked the crap out of 

Ethan. ۱ loved that. One of the guys said, "Do you 

think Jack went a little too far there? Jack just 

keeps pummelling him." And | was like, “I don't 

think so. He killed one of their community. 

He tried to kill Charlie. You know, Jack's pissed." 

by cut with an emotional Fhrough Line . following the 

[ps me [qure gut 
laracter through 4 seqyence really he 

Is there an all-time Lost sequence that you 

enjoyed cutting the most? 

That crash sequence in the pilot episode. 

| always try to cut with an emotional through- 

line — following the emotion of a character 

through a sequence really helps me figure 

out where | should be or what | should be 

focusing on. When | was editing that, it was 

like trying to put yourself emotionally in the 

place of every character that | followed 

through that crash sequence. | don't want to 

sound melodramatic, but | would actually cry 

— imagining what it would be like to actually 

be in that situation. It's more than you can 

fathom, but you still have to try and fathom it 

to edit it. It was an incredible sequence to cut. 

It was hard as hell, but very satisfying to work 

on something like that. 

Don't miss the conclusion of this Lost/Alias 

crossover interview with Mary Jo inside 

Alias: The Official Magazine #14, on sale 

March 7, 2006 

- ۸۱۱۱۵۸۵۸ 7 





Lost Magazine's Edi has a dream: to get an official Dr. Arzt 
T-shirt created: pure white, and . has ‘Dude...’ on the front, and 
emblazoned on the back, a splodge of red on the shoulder With ‘...you’ve got some Arzt on you.' To honor the character's sensational time on the show, until the T-shirt is a reality, DANIEL ROEBUCK welcomed us into his home to watch Lost with him... 

Words: Sandy Stone 

Roebuck is one of * 

D a n lel those faces you've 
probably seen a 

million times in movies and on TV, but have 
never known his name. He helped Tommy Lee 
Jones capture Harrison Ford in The Fugitive. He 
helped Andy Griffith solve cases in Matlock. He 
was a thorn in the side of Don Johnson and 
Cheech Marin in Nash Bridges. 

Often it’s not even Dan's own face that you're seeing. He 
donned an extra large chin to play Jay Leno in the 1996 TV 
movie The Late Shift, and put on an extra large nose and set 
of teeth to become Garry Marshall in last year's Behind the 
Camera: The Unauthorized Story of Mork & Mindy. 

But the fact is, Dan Roebuck is one of the most reliable 
and hard-working character actors in Hollywood, even if he 

hasn't achieved household-name status (yet). 

Albeit sunburnt and smudged, it was his own face that 
showed up on the island in Lost toward the end of the first 
season, as the know-it-all 9th-grade teacher with a name 

Hurley could never pronounce, Dr. Arzt. 

Even though his tenure on the show only lasted three 
episodes — until his character met an explosive fate — it was 
a role Dan relished, on a show he has nothing but the highest 
regard for. And he hopes that somehow, that role can extend 
beyond those three episodes. "It's hard to have been on the 
best thing on the television, and not be on it now,” the veteran 
actor of 20 years sighs. "It's a bit exasperating." 

Dan welcomed Lost Magazine into his home in Burbank, 
California on a Wednesday night, and we sat down to watch an 
episode of Lost together. It was Abandoned, which happened 
to feature the re-appearance of another character who met his 
demise last season — Boone (lan Somerhalder). 

sh ۱۱۱/۸۷۸۷ 31 
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SOMEONE do án int exprét ive dance Of 

"We have to get Dr. Arzt back into that story," Dan 

reflects with a smile. “I think that | have more to give, 

and hopefully, they have more to take — whether | come 

back as a ghost, or come back in a flashback... | hope 

you writers are taking notes..." 

Dan is well known in Hollywood circles as one of the 

most down-to-earth, affable and gregarious people to 

ever grace a set. He's also known as one who can take 

dramatic roles and give them humor, or take comedic 

roles and give them weight. So his reputation precedes 

him, and that prompted Carlton Cuse, Losfs Executive 

Producer, to design a character with him in mind. 

“The reason | was in Lost in the first place was, 

Carlton Cuse did Nash Bridges — he was our Creator 

and Executive Producer on that," he recalls. Dan had 

gotten word on a Friday morning that they wanted him 

on Lost, and spoke to Cuse on the phone that night. 

“And he said, ‘When we [devised] the character, 

| thought of you.’ So it was an extremely generous 

gift from an extremely talented man.” 

Dan boarded the plane to Hawaii in early March, 

knowing nothing about the part he was to play. “I didn't 

need to read the script. | just needed to read the plane 

ticket,” he says. “| knew the show was doing well, and 

| knew Carlton can turn whatever he touches into gold. 

And imagine, in that show he already had gold — so he 

turned it into, y'know, really good gold!” 

Given the character's personality, 
does DANIEL ROEBUCK think “Arzt' 
is a play on ‘arse’? 

„Yeah, maybe. But | learned that ‘arzt’ in German 
Is ‘doctor.’ Which makes it ‘Doctor Doctor.’ So was 
Arzt ‘ass’ or Arzt ‘doctor’? Maybe a little of both. 
You know, that's the kind of stuff in the writing 
that makes you scratch your head and go, ‘Jeez, 
| would have never come up with that.' Where 
do they find it in the back of their brain to have 
a name that someone couldn't pronounce right? 
Those kinds of things make something real, and 

that'S why people are watching." 
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But it wasn’t smooth sailing at first. He arrived on 

a Sunday, scheduled to shoot on Monday, and couldn't 

get a script out of the increasingly secretive production 

staff. “| said, ‘| don't really know what I’m playing, 

could | have the pages?’ They said, ‘Um, we're not 

actually giving out pages.’ And | said, ‘Could someone 

do an interpretive dance of my character, and III 

watch and try to figure it out?” 

He did finally get a script and saw the part was 

indeed tailor-made for him. "| think when Carlton and 

the other writers created the character, they realized 

they needed someone who's good at being stubborn, 

and good at being funny. Because, you know, there’s 

an art to it, being an ass on television,” Dan muses. 

“Now, I’m not insinuating that I’m some great artist — 

it's just that I’ve kind of figured out the shortcut into 

the soul of those characters, and | think Carlton was 

kind enough to recognize that.” 

But there’s a downside to playing a part like that, 

especially one that comes out of the blue amongst 

an established ensemble the audience already 

knows and loves. “People hated me. All the young 

girls were like, ‘Oh God, he’s fat, and old.’ They 

wanted, like, another Boone. But the writers needed 

someone between them and the ‘monster,’ so, 

y'know, they came up with me,” he jokes. “And 

then, right before | died, it became clear what the 

genius of these writers was: | believe | was actually 

the voice of the fans. | was the guy saying, ‘How 

come you didn’t lose weight? How come she gets 

the best stuff? How come, y’know, there’s.40 other 

people on this island, and everything revolves 

around your little clique?’ My theory is, | was saying 

all the things that these guys, the writers, were 

reading on the websites. And when | did go, | think 

people’s opinion of Arzt changed drastically, 

because they realized that he was their voice, and 

now he’s been obliterated.” 

Both photos on this page courtesy of Daniel Roebuck 
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Dan laughs as a realization hits him. “| wonder if 

that's... | haven't thought about it until this moment... 

but | wonder if that was the writers' real intention, to 

say, 'This is what we think of your opinions! But I think 

Carlton's too smart — he knows that fans are making 

this show what it is." 

With all that in mind, though, should Arzt come 

back? “Oh, hell yeah. | think we should start a letter- 

writing campaign today. You readers, listen to my 

instructions: When I'm done talking, put the magazine 

down, and go get an envelope, get a piece of paper, 

get a pencil, or a crayon, waterpaint, whatever you 

like. Write a letter to ABC, and write a letter to the 

producers of Lost, and say, We actually liked Arzt, 

and we think he needs to come back.’ All right, get 

ready — put the magazine down, and go. 

"Why are you still reading? You re supposed to be 

writing a letter! Stop reading, go write a letter. C'mon! 

| can see you!” 

He's only joking, of course — well, sort of. "You 

know, I don't want to sound like some pathetic actor. 

The truth is, I’m very busy! I'm working all the time! But 

| would like to go back to the island and I would like to 

be part of it again. | have such respect for this show, 

and | have such respect for the actors. And you're not 

gonna get a better group of writers or directors." 

Busy is an understatement for him. Dan had 

just come back from New York doing an episode of 

Law & Order, and recently you might have seen him 

in Desperate Housewives and Monk. He also recently 

completed filming a horror parody, Trail of the 

Screaming Forehead, as the lead, and he's currently 

engaged in producing an animated children's film 

called Who Stole Santa's Sack? 

He also keeps himself highly occupied in the world 

of monster collecting.— as this feature's exclusive 

'At home with Arzt' photo shoot will show you — but 

that's another story for another time... Check out 

danielroebuck.com and you'll see what we're 

talking about. 



With all the perils facing the survivor lon the island, you wo Id 
thought that the open water would be a nice hassle-free break. N e 

so for Jin, Michael and Sawyer. After a band of strangers û Walt and destroyed their raft, Mother 12111۲6 sent her mi , 
oceanic predator their way. Visual Efféct 5 Supervisor Co-Writer of Adrift, LEONARD DICK, and Executive 
BRYAN BURK get their teeth into Losfs grippii 
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2 Going'back to the story motivations, Co-Writer Leonard 
Dick reveals that the writers were actually more interested 
in.the emotion of the scene rather than the fish menace. 

x “It was less about the shark and more about Michael and 
Sawyer. Their relationship had reached.a boiling point, 
where Michael blamed Sawyer [for lighting the ES while 
Sawyer cannot believe that Michael is pinning the blame on 
him, even though deep down he probably does feel guilty 
for firing that.gun and causing Walt to be abducted. The 
shark was a way.to raise the emotional context for this 
relationship. It creates a real danger and when we get to 
this climactic sequence, it's the two enemies, in effect, 
having to work together. Sawyer risks his life and relies on 
Michael, who absolutely hates him, to protect him. We felt 
emotionally, that was a very meaty area to explore." 

- Discussing the sequence's. evolution, Dick continues, 
"We knew that they were going to be,on the raft, but there's 
the old TV rule that two people talking i is boring. We knew 
they were going to return to the island and there had to be 

What was interesting fords was that we've had ‘monsters’, 
we've had polar bears and French women, but we hadn't 
explored a natu danger. It's funny, we did 25 hours of 
TV last year a e shark was the first organic danger — 
it was something you would expect to find in the ocean. 
We thought it was interesting to create a danger that was 
native to where they were.” 

^ obstacles and danger d the way, as with any story. 
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With-that, the shark sequence was outlined 

and it then fell to the location crew in Hawaii 

and the post-production team to make the 

writers' vision come to life. "The great thing 

about our production Crew and our visual 

effects crew is that we never censor ourselves 

with them. In many ways, they are Dr. Yes," i 

Dick chuckles. "It's also the way we presented 

it at script stage, which was, 'the danger you 

don't see is scarier than the danger that ^ 
you do see.' It's interesting because Steve 

Maeda, who co-wrote the episode with me, = 

did a shark story on CSI: Miami. Their shark, 

„was in the daytime, and there were a lot of 

production issues about how to shoot arid 

make it realistic. We had the advantage of* 

our two characters being on the raft at night, ' 

but again, the focus was less about the shark 

and more about what was happening 
between Michael and Sawyer. We spent most 
of our time and energy on trying to find the 

best relationship story between these tw œ N 

characters and less on the mechanics of the 

shark sequence.” 
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Blank details the shots that ‘tended up iiie 

For Koi Ba it's all in a day's work for sequence. “We had two fin shots and one under 

Ren the task to make a difficult «shot where you saw [the shark] pass in front of the 

k better through the magic of CGI camera. There was some underwater work done for 

sal E and such was the case with that, and it was shot during the day and timed darker 

seq lence. “They wanted to have so we could have enough exposure underwater, It was 

Se ntaa e and asked, 'Can you do supposed to be largely POVs and they wanted a shot 
 هی ۱ ۱

de h as gooc 3Ws," Burk laughs. “Obviously one?’ and Î said j, ‘Yes, | can,” Blank chuckles. where a shark moves through the water. Everyone 

peal w th the possibility of the d anger in "We have a pretty small visual effects budget ^ thought the shark looked cool, but we were trying to 

the water and the shark, so the idea was to do it as on the show, so the concern is not always what not necessarily tip that it was a shark, so we pushed 

cel and ‘subtly as possible. We're not even close we can and cannot do, but how much of it we it really close to the camera. Everyone sees it and 
2 

to [Spielberg's] level of greatness, so we tried to stay as do. Each shot has a certain cost and so we're knows it's a shark but we wanted it to be a bit vague, 
+ 

far away from Jaws as possible. Other than the idea of __ always trying to be very judicious with the or at least have people say, “Well, | think that's what it 
- 

a shark in the water, | was fearful of any similarities | A ¿moments when we show something off and is.” I'll tell you, there was a lot of discussion about what 

whatsoever because we couldn't come co then how else we try to sell it, whether it's with to show and what not to show, because it was a big 

Even our homage would be embarrassingly i inferior other camera angles or drama. We, more or decision,” Blank offers mysteriously. 

to do two CGI “We also had another overhead shot where youمند یاب  
his work, so we stayed as far away as possible!" less, were saying we 

Detailing the shoot in Hawaii, Burk < reveals, “All of our Shark shots and then we Were going to do saw a shape moving under the water, which ! believe 

ocean stuff i » shot in the ocean, on the rafts. Our actors everything else in camera movement and was an act break. You see Michael and Sawyer on the 
` 
oft get sic k, as do our rew and in that respect, if POVs. Ultimately, it ended up being about six raft and then the shape moves underneath them. When 

its possible i و have more awe and respect for Spielberg shots! The same thing happened last season Michael starts shooting the gun, there is jeopardy that 

and his « rew, I do after watch ing these scenes.” DT with a CGI polar bear sequence, where we set the shark is after Sawyer and Michael kills it, or at least 

Burk cor t ues, “Steven illiams, who M oe it, did out to do two shots and we ended up with scares it away, with the gun. We wanted the audience 

0 i "reate.sb یهو Six or seven!" to know that it got a ر so we wanted to see blood, 

«plaining how the st دوو هو Y was a littl he production.team had done 
iat hapı ed was Ub | hing 1 | vater and what we 
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n. S ۱ 
Charlie! Not one of 

0 r the Lost survivors 

8 can say they have 

it easy on the island; but sweet, flawed 
Charlie Pace is really being tempted by 
the dark side. A recovering heroin addict, 
with low-self-esteem but a true heart of 
gold, Charlie was seemingly on the road to 
recovery from his troubles last season, 

primarily through some strong spiritual 

guidance from Locke (Terry O'Quinn) 
and his own sense of purpose in helping 

fellow castaway Claire (Emilie de Ravin) 

with the birth and care of her son, Aaron. 
But with one fateful trek through the jungle, 

Charlie came upon the fuselage of a drug- 

smuggling plane stocked with fresh stash 

and now sympathetic audiences are in a fretful 

tizzy that the addiction monkey will send 

a fragile Charlie back into a downward spiral. 

It's ironic that a character on paper that 

reads like a junkie loser has been crafted into 

a fan favorite that has audiences rooting for 

him every week. But it's no surprise that 

the fan love and devotion to the character 

is all due to the charming and finely layered 

performance crafted by actor Dominic 
Monaghan. While Monaghan is as genuinely 
warm and ingratiating as Charlie is, the actor 

can happily admit he's a far more centered 

bloke than his character. Yet he loves the 

opportunity Lost gives him to delve into the 
complicated life of doubt and redemption that 
Charlie struggles with on a weekly basis. 

Taking a break from shooting his recent 
pivotal episode, Fire + Water, which provides 
even more perspective on Charlie's troubled 
youth and history, Monaghan exclusively tells 
Lost Magazine his take on Charlie's challenges... 

۰ As season two hits its halfway mark, DriveShaft's bass player ۹ just experienced his worst nightmares all at once: the threat of his addiction/g A , accusations of trying to drown baby Aaron, and visions of = ,. DOMINIC MONAGHAN gets under the skin of Ch 
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Lost Magazine: Lost is very different this 

season in structure, with the addition of 

new cast members' stories and a shift 

away from the standard core cast dynamic. 

Was that a difficult adjustment? 

Dominic Monaghan: | think as you gel older, 

you realize you need to plan to embrace 

change in the most welcoming way possible, 

because it's the one thing in life that's constant. 

It's something that | just try to breathe into. 

Damon Lindelof specifically has been very, 

very conscious in trying lo expand the 

mythology of the show further. He needs to 

do that by telling more stories about more 

characters and that's why they brought in 

the tail section of the plane and some of 

these fascinating story arcs. A lot of the cast 

found it initially a little strange because the 

dynamic had been set up all the way through 

season one. You have to roll with the punches 

and ultimately, we all have to understand 

that we are feeding the same flame. The 

inclusion of Adewale's character (Mr. Eko) 

is ultimately going to be great for the Charlie 

character, as well as Cynthia Watros' 

character (Libby) and Michelle Rodriguez 

Ana Lucia, and it's going to be great for the 

audience, so it's all heading in the right direction. 

arlie Pace... 

g the 

Words: Tara DiLullo 

Last time we talked, you mentioned your 

affinity for the Shakespearean character 

of lago, and his influence on your approach 

to Charlie. He really is able to react to two 

different camps now with this new dynamic. 

Is that exciting for you as an actor? 

| love the character of lago and I've been 

fascinated with the character for a while. 

| honestly don't think in a pure sense — Charlie 

isn't able to be as evilly manipulative as lago. 

My idea about the lago influence is that 

Charlie isn’t necessarily affiliated withhanyone 

in particular on the island. You can ۵ 

Kate and Jack have a loyalty to each other and 

Ana Lucia and Mr. Eko too. | just didn't want to 

be in any one specific camp. | think its much 

more interesting for someone as insecure and 

as impressionable as Charlie, to be able to 

flit in and out of different dynamics. They set 

that up in season one with Locke. Heitook on 

a mentor-like relationship with my character 

and in Fire + Water that just blows it wide 

open. Essentially, Locke and Charlie are joe 

close to becoming enemies and he's finding 

more of a mentor-type relationship in Mr. EKO, 

but | think even that will disappoint him. 

Charlie is a searcher and always on the look 

out for the next person that is going to save him 

and ultimately no one can save him, he needs 

to save himself, 
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| have to admit, it interests me in a way that 

probably won't be as predictable to most people. 

| think people assume that it interests me because 

| have a faith and | want that faith translated into 

the character that ۱ play; however, it's actually 

completely the opposite. I'm interested in playing 

someone who has such a strong religious belief, 

because | don't. My father is a science teacher 

and we were brought up with a lot of education 

in terms of evolution and the origin of the species 

and Darwinism. 

| think some of the ideas that hang behind 

spirituality and faith are truly inspirational and 

beautiful. My feeling behind spirituality is one of 

connection with the environment and the Earth 

and the sky and the land and the animals and the 

people around you. 

It's been great for me to play a character that is 

impressionable in that way and does have a high 

regard for Christianity and the Roman Catholic > 

faith. It’s been fun for me to dip my little toe into ۱ ۱ 

that world and understand some of the things behind 

it and some of the great hopeful things about it. 

| spoke to him a little bit about his Buddhism. 

| don't tend to pry into other people's beliefs just 

because | know how personal and precious it 0 

be to some people. We spoke about it a little and 

how it gives him great solace. 

| think its quite a fascinating thing. You've got 

my character who is very religiously fascinated, ۳ 

and then you have-me who actually has.completely ^ 

separate ideas and then you have Adewale's »t 

character who is a very earnest priest and then 

outside of that you've got Adewale whois a very 

dedicated Buddhist student, There is a lot of 

material there that can give our characters as”. 

much authenticity as possible. 

""- e 

OEF-ISLAND PURSUITS 
DOMINIC MONAGHAN reveals his forthcoming hiatus schedule... 

got a pretty busy hiatus planned. There be around for that. It's the World Cup in 
 ")بو

was a project last year that ended up getting Germany. England has a really good chance 

postponed until this hiatus, which | might do. to do well this year, so I’m hoping to possibly 

It's called The Truce and it's a project with see a few games in Germany. Who knows 

Warner Bros., which would be really exciting. what my hiatus is going to look like? If | stay 

rested and manage to do a job that I'm really 

«> Year, I'll start to bring together all the scripts into, then | go back into another season 

that I'm into and go on from there. Also, my of Lost - that will feel like a relatively 

- friend is going to have a baby and l’d like to successful hiatus for me." 

I'm reading scripts right now. In the New 



| LOST LOVE IN ENGLAND 
DOMINIC MONAGHAN is enjoying Losts success on his home turf... 

franchise since Friends went over there. 

it's massive. | actually recorded a bunch of 

mini-skits for a Channel 4 24-hour marathon 

that ran on New Year's Day. | came on and 

said, 'Hey, this is what happens in this 

episode and look for this thing.’ It's good to be 

reconnecting with my friends back in England 

through something like that.” 

with Lost such a huge hit back in his native 

England, Dom is thrilled. “Its a great feeling! 

Right after The Lord of the Rings, a lot of 

people thought, “Where did he go? What's 

next?” So its been nice to have phone calls 

from people who really like the show. It's 

blowing up in England. It's hugely successful 

over there. It's the most successful American 

How is it actina with Adewale? Are your styles similar? 

Adewale, like myself, takes his work very seriously and 

he's very keen to get the best job that he can out of it. 

We initially bonded on the fact that we are both. English 

and we spoke a lot about England and the important 

things that make us feel English [laughs]! My feeling right 

now with acting is that | do all my preparations before 

| come on set and then | deal with everything that is 

thrown at me on the set. But ultimately, | don't want to 

know my lines until the very last second. When we do 
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from different places because ۱ think Adewale likes to AS PCR یا > 3 

rehearse quite a lot and he likes to know where the props 

are going to be and where different elements of the 'harlie and Claire have also surprisingly 

filmmaking process are going to come into play. When | this season, which has been 

you start working with an actor who you've never toug! 

been with before, | take a step back and watch what couple. Was 

they do and how they find things to be comfortable and you expected? 

then | understand what | have to do to go through my It didn't really surprise me because of the 

۱ ۰ 

| oft so many fans rooting for the 

that shake-up something 

N 
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process. | think it's different paths for different selves. 

Adewale plays a very intense character that's not 

especially happy. Mr. Eko's not in a position he'd like ~ 

to be in, so | don't think Adewale would have been 

nature of this type of episodic television. 

¿They have to set something up and break it 

down again. The greatest thing about me 

and Claire's dynamic is that it's not muddied 

in the way that‘Jack and Kate and Sawyer 

are — there is sómething a little weird with 

that relationship [laughs]! Charlie and Claire 

are just very genuine. He cares about her 

and she cares about him. They are very fond 

of each other and have a dynamic with the 

baby. ۱ think more than anything else, Claire 

and Aaron represent something to Charlie 

that he has been yearning for for a while — 

someone to take care of and some direction 

in his life. To play around with that is going to 

be very heart-wrenching for the audience, 

but ultimately if and when they possibly get 

back together again, that's the cliffnanger. 

| get a lot of compliments from people on the 

street saying, "Oh, you and Claire are such 

jumping about anyway because the character he 

plays has to be very intense [laughs]! 

What's been the biggest challen 

| think probably one of the saddest things about this season 

is that we aren't all together anymore. Last season, we 

did a lot of stuff with the main group of cast doing scenes 

on the beach, in the cave and we were much more closely 

connected last year because of the work. This year, just 

through circumstantial scheduling and the fact that 

Josh, Harold and Daniel have been working on stories 

concerning the raft and the tail section of the plane, it's 

| meant that we haven't seen those people as much. l've 

been planning to go to dinner with Daniel and Josh and 

Harold for three months now! Every time we find the time 

to do it, one of us is in L.A. or New York, or night shooting, 

or one of us is sick. It's been tough. | enjoy being sociable 

with my cast mates and ! enjoy the fact that as a cast, 

the closer we are the more it translates on film and the 

more it enhances the quality of the show. 

| think the reason why, is in the midst of 

all these ‘monsters’ and blood and death 

and numbers and weirdness, you've got 

a beautifully genuine, honest relationship 

d / enjoy being 

a great couple and make such a great team!” 

where two people just care about each other. 

sociable with my cast 

mates and | enjoy the 

pact hat a7 á cast, the closer We are 

the more it Lranelat 2e on 
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Halfway into season two, what have been your 

favorite Charlie moments so far? 

| love the stuff that l've done with Adewale. | think'séeing 

those two characters on camera together is a really great. 

asset for the audience. A very big, powerful imposing 

Nigerian priest with an impressionable, nervous, twitchy 

drug addict — it's a nice combination. It's very comedic 

in a lot of ways when you look at it, but ultimately, very 

intense. Aside from that, my favorite thing that I’ve shot 

up to now, which is usually the case, is the day that 

| spent with Terry O'Quinn [in Abandoned]. Terry and 

| just get on very well and | totally admire him as an 

actor and as a person. ۱ shot a scene with him where 

are playing a game of backgammon and we talk about 

the fact that he says,"I hope | didn't upset you spending 

time with Claire.” | think Charlie is very insecure around 

Locke because he is aware how spiritually powerful 

he is. At the end of it, Locke basically says, “I know 

you are a drug addict and | know that you are up to 

something and I’m keeping an eye on you.” Charlie 

picks up on that. It flowed very well. Terry and | were 

able to be in a semi-improvisation place in some points. 

We both work the same and like to have no hassles 

and have the set as relaxed and comfortable as possible 

and then do our thing. That scene felt really great at 

the end of the day. & 

film and the more 
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fan of Lost knows 

that there's a yin for 
; every yang on the 

island inhabited by the survivors of 

Oceanic Flight 815. As Boone died, 
Claire gave birth to Aaron. Michael and 
Walt were torn apart, while Jin and Sun 
were reunited. Even Jack’s predisposition 
to trust in science is balanced by Locke’s 
unshakable faith. So it’s really no 

surprise then that one of the newest 

character additions to the series is 

a man that truly embodies the fascinating 

dichotomy of the island — the mysterious 

Mr. Eko. Large and imposing in stature 
yet gentle of soul, Mr. Eko has revealed 
himself over the season to be a study in 

contrasts. A past involvement with drug 

deals and men of the cloth, like the best 

characters on Lost, he is proving to be 

a complex composition that defies 

stereotypes. Played with intensity and 

quiet grace by British actor Adewale 
Akinnuoye-Agbaje, the character of 

Mr. Eko not only managed to captivate 

audiences, but also the imagination of 

the mercurial actor who was initially 

reticent about taking on the role and 
joining the castaways of Lost. 

Just as Locke thinks he' es the only survivor who | 
۱ tru 

1 comes a goliath who embraces spiritualit sin 
; form of Mr. Eko. 

and reveals the journey that led him to the island 

n 

| along 
y and fate, in the quietly imposing 

takes five by the fire 

“At the time Lost came to me, | wasnt 

interested too much in acting and | certainly 

wasn't interested in TV, because | like my 

freedom and | don't like to be locked down," 

Akinnuoye-Agbaje details from his home in 

Hawaii. A man of many talents, including lawyer, 

model, actor and writer, Adewale spent the last 

decade crafting roles in films like Congo, and the 

television series Oz, before Lost came knocking. 

“| had actually taken three years off from the 

profession,” he continues. "| got a little burned 

out and | wanted to get in touch with some of the 

other things | wanted to do, like writing or getting 

behind the camera. | sat out for a while and at the 

beginning of [2005], | came out with a couple of 

films, just because financially | needed to get the 

ball rolling again and ۲۵ been out of the game. 

| did a few films, Mistress of the Spices and 

Get Rich or Die Tryin’. | did them simply because 

| was writing a project | intended to direct and 

produce and act in ۱ used all my resources 

in getting that project to the forefront, so | needed 

financially to get back in the game. | also felt at 

this point it was a good idea to get a little bit of 

visibility that would facilitate me getting my project 

on the map. So | was definitely not interested in 

committing to a TV series, because that long-term 

thing would push my own project off too far." 

Luckily for Akinnuoye-Agbaje, his diligent manager 

pushed the actor to take a look at what Lost was offering 

him. “ hadn't even heard of the series because in London 

it hadn't aired at the time. This came across the table and 

he called me very excited and he said it was pitch perfect 

TV. Again, | Was very reluctant. But at the end of shooting 

Get Rich or Die Tryin', Carlton [Cuse, Executive Producer 

on Lost] expressed an interest in. meeting me. | met him in 

New York and he pitched the project and told me what the 

concept was. He gave me the DVDs to watch and | liked 

the way they shot the series and it was quite interesting, 

but | had played an African character for four years and 

| had just broken the mold from that by playing an American 

lead in Get Rich or Die Tryin’ and | was Very happy to have 

gotten out of that realm and now this was going to pull me 

back in. | told Carlton ! didn't really want to play another 

Nigerian. He just said, Damon, would like to have a chat 

with you' and they flew me out to L.A. ۱ had a sit down 

with Damon and he explained to me some of his ideas in 

more depth, like the priest issues and how they wanted to 

represent more of a benevolent and pure spiritual force of 

the island through this character. It presented a challenge 

that | was quite intrigued with in my own life. I’m a Buddhist 

and | thought it would be a great opportunity to explore 

a spiritual realm even deeper, of my faith and other people's. 

I've always been intrigued with mystical spiritual characters 

and I've never played a priest and | thought it would be 

great to go there and study the Bible in the environment of 

Hawaii. which has a very mystic energy. It's very powerful 

and | thought it was a great opportunity that | shouldn't turn 

down. | didn't have to audition and they offered me the 

part. It was a wonderful tribute and | thought about it and 

even though ۱ was exhausted from the last film, ۱ said, 

'Yeah, let's give it a shot.' | had no idea what ۱ was saying 

yes to, though," he chuckles. 



Akinnuoye-Agbaje arrived in Hawaii last summer and 

hit the island running¿“Initially, it was overwhelming!" the 

actor admits with a sigh. “The shift from London, which 

was where | was bdséd, was a huge relocation. | was 

used to doing movies where they house you and get you 

a car, etc, They baby you through the process so you can 

get on with the work. With this, relocation was achieved 

and I understood what the word meant,” he laughs. "I had 

to find a house and buy a new car. The producer Jean 

Higgins said to me, 'Look, here's a map — 0 out there 

and get lost. It's the best advice | can give you, because 

once you get lost, you find your way.' | remember the 

second day, | was given a map to this place an hour away 

and | had to be up at four in the morning to drive there 

and l'had never been on the island. | had no real time to 

think. It was a case of jumping right in and getting on with 

the work. | needed at first to get a real grip and crux with 

the character and that was my focus, so | jumped into 

a hotel and put aside looking for an apartment. And once 

| got in and understood the thru-line of the character, 

| started to feel a bit comfortable." 

JST CONNECTION 
“Harold [Perrineau] told me the best places to we both went to see another actor friend of ours 

1 

live and the best place to pick up a car. In fact, from Oz. | remember Harold saying he was 
b A 

Pm not living too far from him now, SO we are doing this show called Lost and how he missed 
y و 

virtually neighbors. It was nice that | knew us guys because he was way out there and 
E 

somebody and we are from the same walk of he'd love for us to be out there with him. | had 
x 

life. | wasn't a total stranger. The funny thing is no idea a couple months later, I'd be living right 
> 

that when | was shooting Gel Rich in New York, next door to him! | have to watch what that guy 
x 

Harold was on hiatus and we actually met and says now, he has a certain power to his words." 
M | si . 
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errata he had.his other fellow Tallies to phare E 

tif the-process of acclimating and getting comfortable: “aa i 

with the rigors of the show. “I remémber the first dày: 
of work for me was my birthday and they bought me 

a cake and | shared it with every member of the cast 

and crew and that was a great way of being introduced 

to the family. But there was so much to do and very 

little time to actually socialize and integrate with the 

entire cast outside from the work. It kind of helped me 

zone in the first couple of months, as ! just shot with 

the Tailies. It was a wonderful, organic process of natural 

bonding with Michelle Rodriguez, Cynthia [Watros] and 

the other actors. ۱ didn't do a scene with the other 

island members for a good two months, so we really 

did have that feeling that we were on a different side 7 

of the island and were a different group. We developéd 

our own nuances, so when we did finally get to 

perform with some of the established cast, it was 

kind of a weird relationship, because it was very 

much, ‘Who are these people?" he laughs. "It felt 

like a different series and it was naturally a good 

position to be in because it was genuine." 

In particular, Adewale says he and his comrade 

in the jungle, actress Michelle Rodriguez [Ana Lucia], ^ : 

have connected strongly, just like their characters on 3 

the series. “She is a wonderful person and a wonderful * 

actor. | really and truly enjoy working with her. The 

relationship that we have with the characters is kind. = 

of what we have with ourselves. It's one of mutual 

respect and we have our certain ways of doing 

things, but we still respect each other as to how we 

90 about it. Michelle and | decided on pursuing our‘, 

natural bond, the organic bond we would have in. 

© that jungle and how we would feel with each other Eko’s past was finally revealed in the episode, 

— and put it into the characters." The 23rd Psalm and Akinnuoye- -Agbaje is genuine 

Now months into this time at Lost, Adewale readily in his praise of the story. “It is a fabulous script, just 

- admits the greatest challenge hasn't been the bugs, genius, but it's completely off of no. Mie 

Jong hours or physical stunts — it's all about trust. he laughs. “When ۱ got it, | was like, ‘Wait a minute: 

“Tve never been really great at trusting anybody just i've been acting all of this and now I'm this?’ died 

ause of the way | grew up. | was always led to was a part of me that said, 'No, ! wanted to T this 

Es, should take care of yourself, trust in your but then | realized what they've done is take the 

jilities and you're the author of your own destiny. natural instinctive way that | am, as an individual and 

ninc 9 to this show is the opposite," he laughs. an actor, and they've twisted it into their conception. 

  really trust that these writers and creators its not the straight and narrow priest they said. Heو

$ going to really flesh this character out and address has a very pure, benevolent nature, cut and dry, 

of the issues that are dear to me and to them and black and white kind of guy. ! thought it was great, 

nake him a one-dimensional caricature. It was that | can be a priest and my perception was a by al 

pr ces ss in, the early stages but especially with the means necessary’ priest. Then all of a sudden, he’s 

y now, ey ve got me in their hands and a bleedin’ drug dealer! | was like, ‘No, | played one 

of those for four years!’ The reason | took the part 

was to avoid that, but then | saw the way that it was 

woven and it was ingenious. They made this guy 

somebody that was a tortured priest and he may 

have always been a priest in his life, but there was 

a ph Wed of when and where he was going to fully 

mbrace it. | was just really impressed with how 

  d woven together all the ideas | suggested andو

my physicality. Damon is a shrewd writer. He really 

studies the individual and pulls from them and 

whacks it right into the character. You have to be 

^d ! 
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see it coming out on the pages," he chuckles. "He's 

challenge things in your life through the character." 
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“| was going through colleges as a teenager and it 

was more of a parental application as opposed to 

a personal one to pursue law. | studied it and found 

it very interesting. | specialized in Crime and 

Criminology. From O's to A levels and then the 

degree and the Masters, it all took seven years. 

After that | was like, ‘I’m kind of done here.’ | was 

going to go into a PhD and my head was exhausted. 

| was still quite young and | felt | really wanted to 

pursue things that were closer to my heart, which 

was a creative field. | used to paint and draw and 

that was always in my heart. | wanted to get out 

into the world and try to explore some of the things 

| really desired and was interested in. That inspiration 

led me to acting in a very long, abbreviated way, really. 

It's a process and | hadn't thought about being an 

actor. | just knew what | didn't want to do and ۱ kind of 

followed my nose and it led me here. | wanted to be 

famous in some degree — to be out there!” 

— Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje 

Adewale says there is another major moment in | 

his mind that defines Eko on the show. "There was 

this turning point with me and Michelle leading the 

pack to some degree and then Jin wanted to go run 

after Michael and it was the first time | said to Ana 

Lucia | wasn't going to follow her anymore. | wasn't 

going to play the game of brutal survival by any 

means necessary. | was going to address my humane 

and compassionate issues that were dear to me and 

| was going to help this guy, even if it risks my life and 

the group. | head-butted Jin to the floor and it was 

a great moment. It typifies who the character is — he 

has this beautiful compassion and humanity within 

him, but he'll knock you out in order to get it across. 

He'll knock you out for the sweetest of reasons and 

| thought that was a great curve and turning point. 

Plus, the whole back-story is the best time I’ve had 

shooting on TV and on film. It's got everything | wanted 

— sexiness, power, intense aggression, passion, 

compassion, beauty, and there's crying and killing 

and laughing. It's got everything!” With a happy’sigh, 

he adds, "How the turning point has been manifesting 

into my back story is the best gift l've ever had in my. 

career — it's a lovely, lovely web that's been woven 

and I’m happy to be playing it.” 9% 
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Quarantine & Analysis 
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- the production feam of Lost. Producer 
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Completely. Well, when ! joined up, there was no 

script. It was a concept. 

A group of people surviving a plane crash on 

a tropical island that was specifically not going 

to be Gilligan's Island. 

Yes, but you have to look at the possibilities of where 

it can go. | always look at what | am going to do [with 

it] if the opportunity exists. Talking with J.J. very 

briefly and later meeting Damon, it quickly became 

apparent there was going to be a lot more to this. 

That is very appealing to me because there are levels 

here. The kids can watch it to get a great adventure, 

adults can watch it and there are issues. ۱۱ is rare for 

a TV show to operate on multiple levels. 

Yeah, usually, the buzz comes out of the film world 

first as people will start talking about it — “Oh man, 

there is this show with the most incredible dailies." 

It is sort of an underground swell from there. 

To a degree. A lot of the producers are actually 

writers too. Out here, | have Jack Bender who is 

one of the Executive Producers. We sort of consider 

ourselves the Hawaiian partners. This year, we 

added Stephen Williams as a Producer/Director. 

Stephen gave us a couple of episodes last year and 

seemed to fit in. It is not just a job, it is a lifestyle out 

here. It is pretty much 24/7. You want people who 

can shoulder the harness with you. 



Every script | get, my reaction as | sit down is, 

“That is great... how the hell are we going to do 

this?” And | will tell you that happens with every 

episode because they are So good and think so big! 

We sit down, start talking, and we figure out how 

to do it. If we weren't pushing the envelope every 

single week, we wouldn't have the show we do. 

a of the other cnall enges 

Definitely the finale. There was a lot of water work 

at night. Hawaii is not a place that is conducive to 

water work — it is the Pacific Ocean and can be 

extremely rough and the current can be very strong 

out here. On any given day, the surf and the current 

can change anywhere on the island. We always 

have to have three alternatives in place. A lot of it 

is scheduling because the size and scope of the 

shows are so large and we only have eight dates 

to shoot each episode. 

On that particular one, we were about a half a mile 

off shore. At that place, we were right over a reef 

so it was probably 14 feet deep. 

True! The terror in Harold's eyes was absolutely 

real. To his credit, Harold is one of the nicest guys. 

He just jumped in and did it. Harold is an actor's 

actor. He is great. Josh had to do all the swimming y 

with blue jeans on. Those really drag you down. 

The poor guy was exhausted! 

We are always trying to find and explore new areas 

of the island. The frustration is, being a television 

show, we have to do it in a certain period of time 

that is faster/shorter than a feature film. There are 

areas of the island that we are dying to use. Some 

of it is just a question of getting there. 
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It is always a process getting visiting directors up to 

speed. | usually call them before they come out and 

say, "Okay, this is what it is like shooting our show. 

These are the kinds of clothes you need to bring 

and what the climate is like. And by the way, what 

my actors look like in front of the camera compared 

to the crew, me, and you.... we all look worse 

behind it [laughs]!” 

The sand is soft and my crew have legs of iron. 

If you do a night shot, lighting the jungle is not the 

same as, "Lets go shoot at night at an intersection." 

Just making rain in the jungle where it rains the 

degree you want it too is a challenge. You can end 

up being up to your ankles in mud. 

How much does weather affect filming? 

Interestingly enough, very little. Last year, | changed 

the schedule twice for weather days. This year, 

| have done it once because Hurricane Kenneth 

was supposed to be right off the coast. Normally 

if it rains, we keep shooting anyway. 

Yes, and it has brought more to the show. It has 

enriched it. With those two groups of people meeting 

up, it provides a whole new arena for conflict. It really 

does nothing but add to the show. 

2 AMONT. F 
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The hatch went through a number of permutations 

as it was being built. There were a lot of discussions, 

a couple of redoes, and some alterations as it was 

SO critical as to: "Where did it come from?" 

"Who built it?" "Why did it look this way?" 

on you doing those scenes” 

Oh yeah, because you've grown to love those 

people. It is very real. Shooting Shannon's death 

recently was hard. The crew is very respectful. 

They give them their space. 

i hose scenes do pack an emotional punch... 

They do and our show is about surviving on an 

island with very little. Those kind of things happen. 

If we were ever to take the edge off the fact that they 

are survivors and working at surviving, we lose the 

nucleus of the show. These people are discovering 

not only where they are, but who they are. 

Ara thore certain acnarte that make i 
Are mere CCitlallli doPevts tries tee 

Sometimes it is a favorite because of what we have 

managed to pull off — like faking Iraq in Honolulu. 

Sometimes it is because of the performances like 

when we hung Dominic [in episode #109, All The 

Best Cowboys Have Daddy Issues] - it was a killer 

and stunning moment. Sometimes it is just joy. 

Jack [Bender] and | were worried about the 

Sawyer/Kate plunge pool episode only because 

we thought it was lighter fare. We were delighted 

it came off so well and was so well received. 

It was one of the higher rated episodes. 
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That would be putting me in the hot seat 

because it is really like having 16 children 

[laughs]! Sometimes | feel like the old lady 

who lives in the shoe! They are all wonderful, 

and the casting is so distinct. 
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It truly is an ensemble cast. Because they 

were in the pilot, all the actors understood that 

from the beginning. The actors coming in are 

finding out how it is although they've been 

working their rear ends off on the catch-up 

shows. They are due for a well-deserved rest. 

| think it makes for a great lifestyle for the 

actors. They will come in, work hard on one 

episode, have some additional scenes in other 

episodes, and then there will be time when 

they actually get time off and have a life. 

My days run 5:30am or 6:00am to 10pm. It is 

hard on my 16-year-old son but if you have 

a great family life, you have a support system. 

They understand what you are doing and this 

show is one in a million. 
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Definitely. We all feel the pressure. The trick is the old 

film adage of “Leave them wanting more.” While we do 

answer some of the mysteries and Damon is going 

down that line, what | love is you open one door and 

find that another now needs opening. 
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Nominated for 12, won six. It felt fabulous. Affirmation. 

It was amazing because it was like someone was 

saying, "What you are doing is right." It was nice to 

have the recognition especially given the competition, 

which were all wonderful shows, and especially since 

early on, some people were saying, "Oh, it is a bunch 

of people on an island. That could never last.” 
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| can tell you it is going to be big, interesting, and the 

finale is probably going to blow out the one last year... 

Ha! Ha! I can't say, and if | did, | would have to 

kill you... A m 
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DAMON LINDELOF is 

8 the ‘monster’ related to the ‘sickness’ that keeps being referred to? 

Will the ‘monster’ feature significantly in the season two finale? 

Oh, brother... no way am I getting near that one! 

Y what are you most pleased about with how season two has developed so far? 

Avtar ۱ 
UXTOTG, \ 

۱ don't know where to start — | think what | love most is the show's ability 

to change gears so handily and still stay focused on the characters. 

| think it’s really interesting what fans/viewers are talking about after 

a given episode and the show as a whole. We're really pleased with how 

the new characters (Ana Lucia, Eko and Libby) are integrating into the 

regular cast and all the new conflicts that are cropping up... it really 

makes the show feel like it's evolving. | know some of the criticism out 

there is that the show moves too slow and feels repetitive at times, but 

we think season two is really pushing the plot and relationships forward 

at a pace that's just right — people want MORE without being confused 

by large doses of intricate mythology. 

Why did you choose for Mr. Eko to be the one who 'stands down' the ‘monster’? 

In case you forgot, Locke ‘stood down’ the monster way back 

in Walkabout. We just wanted to actually show it this time! 

Pe ایر ی AACR RATECHARLIE GLAISE; 
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Are you planning on killing any other characters off before the 

season two finale? If so, any hints on what might happen? (as in, 

will the Others, ‘monster’, etc, be involved?) 

Seriously. No way ۱ answering any finale questions. Last 

year around this time, stuff started getting spoiled. And 

Carlton and ۱ are observing a strict “no comment” 
policy as 

it relates to character deaths. 

Do you guys watch a lot of Asian horror films? | ask because the tone 

of the frights in Lost seems jnfluenced by this genre (Jack's father 

standing by the shore, the vision of Walt, etc)... 

We've seen the biggies — Ringu and Ju-on — but that imagery 

was more inspired by what Stanley Kubrick 

did in The Shining than anything else. 





Every edition of “Under the Hatch' 
gets you even closer to the show. 
We reported on some important fan 
events in the first two editions, and 
now it's time for something very 
unique: exclusive on-set photography 
from season two's opening episode, 
MAN OF SCIENCE, MAN OF FAITH, 
and the recent shocker, ABANDONED 

Collated by Paul Terry 
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& Terry O'Quinn (Locke) and Evangeline Lilly (Kate) rehearse the scene before Kate 

begins her descent into the shaft... 

M . 

; un" Pica t Man of Faith's 
geline Lilly and Jorge Garcia (Hurley). PAD Gui 

crew get ready for a take, as do 
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Lillo (Additional Make-up istine , e.: ake-up Department) and Christin vilî bang’ death sten 
‘going ou Steve LaPorte (Head of coron ready for her going 

Artist ) get Maggie Grace 

Head of Make-up Department Steve LaPorte takes a well-deserved break as Naveen 
Andrews (Sayid) and M aggie Grace (Shannon) Prepare for Shannon’s shocking exit 



As Abandoned 
is such an 

emotionally- 
charged episode, 
Naveen Andrews 

(Sayid) and 
Maggie Grace 
(Shannon) pause 
for a much-needed 
coffee break... 

ie Grace d Maggie eta Sayid) an aint’... 
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“CHARLIE’S BODY iS INERT... HIS LIPS ARE BLUE...” 
ve Daddy Issues is 

-favorite episode, full of incredible twists and turns, including the heart-stopping moment when Charlie is revealed to b with a noose wrapped around his ne cloth blindfold co vering his eyes! 

e... “Hanging — 

Ck! And a ratty 
Kate screams!” 

KATE SCREAMS! s 

Auda DeIOre we can take ın the tull HORR! 

of all of this, THANK GOD 

Far T 

i d Charlie’s legs, his arms around s 

di puto lim to get some slack on pu 

rope, allow ng him to breathe - 
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J ACK ۱ 

You have to cut the noose! 

4 1 hut - Kate pulls out one of Locke's knives, 
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- Lean t reach HE - 
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Jack checks for vital signs - but Charlie's 

body is inert, limp. his eyes are shut - 

his lips are blue - 

J ACK ( CONT” D) 

He's not breathing... 

-and a look of dread plays across Kate's face 

- an uncontrollable emotional response to 

the blunt truth staring her in the eye - 

- Charlie is dead. 

SI LENCE. 

And we just sit here for an excruciatingly 

enough to know in our hearts... 

long moment. Long 
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Charlie is ۰ 

AND VE COME BACK IN CLOSE as -- 

puts her hand on Jack’s shoulder -- 
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